ASUM SENATE AGENDA  
March 12, 2005  
UC 2nd Floor Study Lounge - 8 a.m.

1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER

2. ROLL CALL

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES - None

4. PUBLIC COMMENT

5. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
   a. Other

VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
   a. Other

7. BUSINESS MANAGER’S REPORT
   Special Allocation - $11,816.75
   Travel Special Allocation - $5,672.38
   STIP - $105,630.24
   Zero-Base Carryover - $54,483.24
   a. Spring Travel Special Allocation $1,960/$1,960 - recommitted
   b. Final Budgeting for FY06
      1. Lottery to determine order of first round (to be repeated before the start of subsequent rounds)
   c. Other

8. COMMITTEE REPORTS

9. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
   To see a list of resolutions in their entirety with the action taken on them, please go to http://www.umt.edu/asum/government/resolution.htm

10. NEW BUSINESS

11. COMMENTS

12. ADJOURNMENT
# ASUM Senate Tally Sheet

## Senate Members
- Bryce Bennett
- Andrew Bisell
- Tyler Clairmont
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- Derek Duncan
- Nezha Haddouch
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**Date:** March 12, 2005
Chair Pavlish called the meeting to order at 8:15 a.m. Present: Price, Pavlish, Morton, Bennett, Bissell, Clairmont, Dawson, Duncan, Haddouch, Healow, Helling, Hoque, Johnson, Padgham, Pappas, Peters, Petit, Pipinich, Venetz, Welsh and Ziegler. Unexcused were Prosperi and Snodgrass.

There were no meeting minutes to be approved.

Public Comment
*Senator Bissell announced that cookies were supplied by the Objectivist Club.

President's Report
a. The agenda for the next Board of Regents meeting is available in the office.

Vice-President's Report - None

Business Manager's Report
a. The Spring Travel Special Allocation remaining balance of $1,960 was recommitted.

Vice-President's Report - None

Business Manager's Report
b. Final Budgeting for FY06
The group categories for the first round (decreases to E.R.) were considered in the following order as per the lottery:

1) Student Services  
2) Music Union  
3) ASUM Agencies  
4) Academic/Honors  
5) Student Support  
6) Student Programs  
7) Sports Union  
8) Student Interest

ABBREVIATION REFERENCE: E.R. = Executive Recommendation  
F.A. = Friendly Amendment  
OTC = Objection To Consideration  
PQ = Previous Question

A motion by Welsh-Helling to open STUDENT SERVICES passed.

A motion by Welsh-Helling to close STUDENT SERVICES passed.

A motion by Welsh-Helling to open MUSIC UNION passed.

A motion by Helling-Welsh to close MUSIC UNION passed.

A motion by Welsh-Helling to open ASUM AGENCIES passed.

ASUM AGENCIES

ASUM OFF-CAMPUS RENTER CENTER

Healow-Bennett moved to decrease E.R. 62102 - $750. An amendment by Healow-Bennett to amend the amount to $600 passed, and the amended motion passed. A motion by Healow-Bennett to decrease E.R. 62401 - $85 failed after a PQ call by Healow.

A motion by Healow-Helling to close ASUM AGENCIES passed.

A motion by Welsh-Helling to open ACADEMIC/HONORS passed.

ACADEMIC/HONORS

PI SIGMA ALPHA

A motion by Healow-Helling to decrease E.R. 62304 - $34 passed after a PW call by Welsh.

A motion by Duncan-Helling to decrease E.R. 62309 - $42 passed.
NATIVE AMERICAN LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Pappas-Helling moved to decrease E.R. 62102 - $100. A motion by Helling-Morton to amend the amount to $400 passed, and the amended motion passed.

PRE-MEDICAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Helling-Morton to decrease E.R. 62824 - $30 passed.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
A motion by Price-Healow to decrease E.R. 62304 - $100 passed.
A motion by Healow-Helling to close ACADEMIC/HONORS failed.

GOOD HEALTH WHOLE FOOD GROUP
A motion by Padgham-Clairmont to decrease E.R. 62514 - $30 passed.

FORESTRY GRADUATE STUDENTS
A motion by Padgham-Helling to decrease E.R. 62214 - $50 passed.
A motion by Helling-Price to close ACADEMIC/HONORS passed.
A motion by Helling-Morton to open STUDENT SUPPORT passed.
A motion by Healo-Helling to close STUDENT SUPPORT passed.
A motion by Helling-Morton to open STUDENT PROGRAMS passed.
A motion by Helling-Duncan to close STUDENT PROGRAMS passed.
A motion by Helling-Morton to open SPORTS UNION passed.
A motion by Price-Helling to close SPORTS UNION passed.
A motion by Morton-Peters to open STUDENT INTEREST passed.

STUDENT INTEREST
MONTANA STUDENTS FOR JOHN KERRY
A motion by Pipinich-Bennett to decrease E.R. 62290 - $.99 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Clairmont. A motion by Healo-Bennett to decrease E.R. 62214 - $.10 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Clairmont.

PANHELLENIC
A motion by Johnson-Padgham to decrease E.R. 62210 - $60 passed after a PQ call by Ziegler.
A motion by Duncan-Helling to close STUDENT INTEREST passed.

The group categories for the second round (increases to E.R.) were considered in the following order as per the lottery:

1) Music Union
2) Student Services
3) Student Programs
4) Student Interest
5) Student Support
6) Academic/Honors
7) ASUM Agencies
8) Sports Union

A motion by Helling-Duncan to open the second round passed.
Healow-Helling moved to increase Travel Special Allocation E.R. $6,000. Welsh-Helling moved to amend the amount to $3,000. A PQ call by Healow failed. A motion by Welsh-Morton to amend the amount to $1,500 passed, and the amended motion passed.

A motion by Helling-Bennett to open MUSIC UNION passed.

MUSIC UNION

Dawson-Morton moved to increase E.R. 2402 - $3,400. A motion by Price-Hogue to amend the amount to $1,800 passed, and the amended motion passed. Healow-Morton moved to increase E.R. 2102 - $6,000. Padgham-Morton to amend the amount to $5,000. The Chair recognized the presence of Senator Prosperi. A motion by Haddouch-Hogue to amend the amount to $4,000 failed. The motion to amend to $5,000 passed, and the amended motion passed after a previous question call by Welsh. Venetz-Duncan moved to increase E.R. 62309 - $1,000. A motion by Peters-Bennett to amend the amount to $500 passed, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Ziegler. A motion by Prosperi-Helling to increase E.R. 62505 - $500 passed after a PQ call by Healow.

A motion by Helling-Morton to close MUSIC UNION passed.

A motion by Helling-Duncan to open STUDENT SERVICES passed.

STUDENT SERVICES

UP 'TIL DAWN
Pipinich-Dawson moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $250. A motion by Venetz-Dawson to amend the amount to $300 failed. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Morton.

WEEL

WOMEN'S CENTER
Padgham-Clairmont moved to increase E.R. 62290 - $75. A motion by Healow-Clairmont to amend the amount to $125 failed after a PQ call by Ziegler. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Ziegler.

VOLUNTEER ACTION SERVICES
A motion by Johnson-Healow to increase E.R. 62309 - $50 passed after a PQ call by Ziegler.

CIRCLE K
Prosperi-Morton moved to increase E.R. 62231 - $100. A motion by Morton-Padgham to amend the amount to $50 passed after a PQ call by Peters. A motion by Healow-Morton to amend the amount to $25 passed, and the amended motion passed.

UP 'TIL DAWN

WEEL
A motion by Healow-Johnson to increase E.R. 62824 - $150 passed after a PQ call by Welsh.

A motion by Healow-Helling to close STUDENT SERVICES passed.

A motion by Helling-Morton to open STUDENT PROGRAMS passed.
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STUDENT PROGRAMS

ADVOCATES
Healow-Morton moved to increase E.R. 62290 - $100. A motion by Bennett-Bissell to amend the amount to $226.50 failed after a PQ call by Prosperi. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

FEER ADVISING
A motion by Helling-Venetz to increase E.R. 62231 - $50 passed after a PQ call by Healow.

A motion by Helling-Duncan to close STUDENT PROGRAMS passed.

A motion by Morton-Bennett to open STUDENT INTEREST was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Healow.

STUDENT INTEREST

CUTBANK
Healow-Clairmont moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $5,000. A motion by Pipinich-Bennett to amend the amount to $4,000 passed, and amended motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Duncan-Price moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $600. A motion by Morton-Clairmont to amend the amount to $250 passed after a PQ call by Padgham. A motion by Price-Duncan to amend the amount to $400 passed after a PQ call by Healow. The original motion as amended passed. A motion by Venetz-Duncan to increase E.R. 62304 - $157 passed.

ARTISTS COLLECTIVE
Padgham-Duncan moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $250. A motion by Heallow-Johnson to amend the amount to $350 passed, and the bank as amended passed.

CAMAS
A motion by Johnson-Duncan to increase E.R. 61226 - $240, 61499 - $40 failed after a PQ call by Morton.

HILLEL
A motion by Hogue-Healow to increase E.R. 62204 - $100 passed after a PQ call by Morton.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Petit-Dawson moved to increase E.R. 62304 - $111. A motion by Bennett-Venetz to amend the amount to $389 failed. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

AMERICAN FISHERIES
Prosperi-Heallow moved to increase E.R. 62231 - $42. A motion by Ziegler-Clairmont to amend the amount to $84 passed after a PQ call by Healow, and the motion as amended passed. A motion by Pappas-Bennett to increase E.R. 62290 - $50 passed.

POWERS
Bennett-Haddouch moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $80. A motion by Haddouch-Bennett to amend the amount to $100 passed after a PQ call by Healow, and the motion as amended passed.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Peters-Bennett moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $50. A motion by Venetz-Clairmont to amend the amount to $150 passed after a PQ call by Peters, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

ARTISTS COLLECTIVE
A motion by Clairomont-Duncan to increase E.R. 62214 - $150 passed.

PANHELLENIC
moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $200. A motion by Morton-Clairmont to amend the amount to $400 failed. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

AMERICAN HUMANICS
A motion by Helling-Duncan to increase E.R. 62309 - $60 passed after a PQ call by Healow. A motion by Morton-Helling to increase E.R. 62304 - $37 passed after a PQ call by Healow.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
A motion by Price-Helling to increase E.R. 62214 - $150 passed.

LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Welsh-Healow moved to increase E.R. 62309 - $150. Healow-Bennett moved to amend the amount to $144. A motion by Helling to approve the amendment by unanimous consent met with objection. The amendment passed, and the original motion as amended passed.

OBJECTIVISTS’ CLUB
A motion by Pipinich-Bennett to increase E.R. 62824 - $25 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Bennett.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Dawson-Bennett mobbed to increase E.R. 62204 - $233. A motion by Hogue-Healow to amend the amount to $27 passed, and the motion as amended passed after a PQ call by Hogue.

MISSOULA SMALL PRESS COLLABORATIVE
Healow-Pipinich moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $700. A motion by Dawson-Clairmont to amend the amount to $1,000 failed after a PQ call by Padgham. The original motion passed. Venetz-Pipinich moved to increase E.R. 62290 - $250. A motion by Hogue-Bennett to amend the amount to $100 passed, and the motion as amended passed.

CAMAS
A motion by Johnson-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62304 - $189 passed.

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE
A motion by Bennett-Dawson to increase E.R. 62371 - $5282 failed.

STUDENTS FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
Clairmont-Healow moved to increase E.R. 62514 - $200. A motion by Healow-Clairmont to amend the amount to $462.45 passed after a PQ call by Prosperi, and the motion as amended passed.

PANHELLENIC
A motion by Haddouch-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62309 - $152 failed.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
A motion by Helling-Venetz to increase E.R. 62309 - $84 passed. Morton-Clairmont moved to increase E.R. 62304 - $146. A motion by Healow-Bissell to amend the amount to $26 passed after a PQ call by Healow, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Bissell.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
A motion by Price-Clairomont to increase E.R. 62214 - $50 failed.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Pipinich-Venetz moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $200. A motion by Padgham-Helling to amend the amount to $100 passed, and the motion as amended failed.

MISSOULA FOOTBAG ALLIANCE
A motion by Healow-Bissell to increase E.R. 62505 - $50 failed.

HILLEL
A motion by Padgham-Duncan to increase E.R. 62225 - $100 passed.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
A motion by Prosperi-Healow to increase E.R. 62214 - $100 failed.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COMMUNITY
A motion by Pappas-Bennett to increase E.R. 62214 - $25 passed.

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE
A motion by Bennett-Duncan to increase E.R. 62231 - $50 passed.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COMMUNITY
A motion by Helling-Bennett to increase E.R. 62505 - $25 passed.
HILLEL
A motion by Morton-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62309 - $48 passed.

CUTBANK
A motion by Heallow-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62371 - $232 passed.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
A motion by Haddouch-Helling to increase E.R. 62824 - $75 passed.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
A motion by Helling-Bennett to increase E.R. 62304 - $114 passed.

CAMAS
A motion by Heallow-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62214 - $400 passed.

A motion by Heallow-Helling to close STUDENT INTEREST passed.

A motion by Helling-Bennett to open STUDENT SUPPORT passed.

STUDENT SUPPORT

SCOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIAN ORGANIZATION
A motion by Venetz-Healow to increase E.R. 62824 - $500 passed.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Padgham-Morton moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $600. A motion by Price-Helling to amend the amount to $300 failed after a PQ call by Heallow. The original motion passed after a PQ call by Heallow.

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Johnson-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62824 - $780 failed after a PQ call by Heallow.

LA GENTE UNIDA
A motion by Hogue-Bennett to increase E.R. 62231 - $10 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Johnson.

MALAYSIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Prosperi-Healow moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $200. A motion by Morton-Haddouch to amend the amount to $350 passed, and the amended motion passed.

JAPAN CLUB
Petit-Morton moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $400. A motion by Duncan-Bennett to amend the amount to $200 failed, and the original motion passed.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOOD FESTIVAL
A motion by Pappas-Healow to increase E.R. 62205 - $500 passed. A motion by Bennett-Haddouch to increase E.R. 62102 - $150 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Venetz. A motion by Clairmont-Haddouch to increase E.R. 62280 - $300 failed. Haddouch-Venetz moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $600. A motion by Heallow-Helling to amend the amount to $200 passed, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Heallow.

TAIWANESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Helling-Haddouch to increase E.R. 62824 - $150 passed after a PQ call by Heallow.

LAMBDA ALLIANCE
A motion by Morton-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62102 - $1,000 failed after a PQ call by Heallow.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Heallow-Haddouch to increase E.R. 62371 - $250 passed after a PQ call by Price.

LA GENTE UNIDA
A motion by Padgham-Helling to increase E.R. 62290 - $30 passed.
SOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIAN ORGANIZATION
A motion by Healow-Morton to increase E.R. 62505 - $125 passed.

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Haddouch-Helling to increase E.R. 62204 - $40 passed.

A motion by Healow-Duncan to close STUDENT SUPPORT failed.

LAMBDA ALLIANCE
Padgham-Morton moved to increase E.R. 62290 - $100. A motion by Healow-Bennett to amend the amount to $50 passed after a PQ call by Healow, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

A motion by Helling-Haddouch to close STUDENT SUPPORT passed.

A motion by Bennett-Price to open ACADEMIC/HONORS passed.

ACADEMIC/HONORS

AISES
Johnson-Bennett moved to increase E.R. 62290 - $100. A motion by Bennett-Duncan to amend the amount to $50 passed, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

Johnson-Bennett moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $100. A motion by Healow-Helling to amend the amount to $50 passed, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Healow.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
A motion by Hogue-Morton to increase E.R. 62204 - $100 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Morton after after a PQ call by Padgham.

STUDENT SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATION
A motion by Prosperi-Helling to increase E.R. 62304 - $100 failed.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Petit-Dawson moved to increase E.R. 62514 - $100. A motion by Welsh-Dawson to amend the amount to $300 passed. A motion by Dawson-Healow to amend the amount to $700 failed. The original motion as amended passed.

NALSA
A motion by Pappas-Helling to increase E.R. 62214 - $100 passed.

MORTAR BOARD
A motion by Bennett-Helling to increase E.R. 62214 - $217.70 passed after a PQ call by Morton. A motion by Clairmont-Haddouch to increase E.R. - 62304 - $212 passed.

HONOR STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Haddouch-Helling moved to increase E.R. 62824 - $100. A motion by Healow-Haddouch to amend the amount to $127 failed after a PQ call by Bennett. The motion failed after a PQ call by Haddouch.

NALSA
A motion by Padgham-Bennett to increase E.R. 62824 - $300 passed after a PQ call by Healow.

FOREST GRADUATES
A motion by Padgham-Helling to increase E.R. 62824 - $50 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Venetz.

GOOD HEALTH WHOLE FOOD GROUP
A motion by Padgham-Duncan to increase E.R. 62824 - $30 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Haddouch.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
A motion by Welsh-Healow to increase E.R. 62528 - $284.80 passed. Pipinich-Clairmont moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $30. A motion by Bennett-Venetz to amend the amount to $30.91 was approved by unanimous consent, and the amended motion passed.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
A motion by Healow-Helling to increase E.R. 62214 - $100 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Clairmont. A motion by Healow-Helling to increase E.R. 62231 - $7 was approved by unanimous consent.

PSYCHOLOGY GSA
Pappas-Healow moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $400. A motion by Healow-Clairmont to amend the amount to $500 failed, and the original motion failed after a PQ call by Healow.

GEOGRAPHY
A motion by Venetz-Helling to increase E.R. 62309 - $36 was approved by unanimous consent.

FORESTRY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
A motion by Hogue-Helling to increase E.R. 62711 - $200 passed.

WOMEN'S LAW CAUCUS
A motion by Pappas-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62304 - $213 failed.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF SOCIETY AND CIVILIZATION
A motion by Bennett-Duncan to increase E.R. 62809 - $100 passed.

GOLDEN KEY
A motion by Haddouch-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62304 - $37 was approved by unanimous consent.

BETA ALPHA PSI
A motion by Helling-Duncan to increase E.R. 62801 - $100 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Haddouch after a PQ call by Healow.

ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTING MACHINERY
A motion by Morton-Helling to increase E.R. 62210 - $200 was approved by unanimous consent.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Welsh-Healow moved to increase E.R. 62505 - $208. A motion by Hogue-Duncan to amend the amount to $52 passed after a PQ call by Morton, and the amended motion passed.

STUDENT SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATION
A motion by Healow-Helling to increase E.R. 62801 - $45 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Clairmont.

MONTANA ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Venetz-Helling to increase E.R. 62304 - $37 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Haddouch.

GEOLOGY CLUB
A motion by Venetz-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62231 - $20 passed after a PQ call by Johnson.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
A motion by Prosperi-Duncan to increase E.R. 62290 - $64.40 passed.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF SOCIETY AND CIVILIZATION
A motion by Pappas-Bennett to increase E.R. 62824 - $50 passed.

PRE-MEDICAL STUDENT CLUB
A motion by Haddouch-Helling to increase E.R. 62516 - $30 passed.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW GROUP
A motion by Helling-Bennett to increase E.R. 62824 - $75 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Bennett.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
A motion by Morton-Duncan to increase E.R. 62231 - $20 failed.

PSYCHOLOGY GSA
A motion by Price-Helling to increase E.R. 62204 - $75 passed.
WA YA WA
A motion by Welsh-Helling to increase E.R. 62309 - $36 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Pipinich.

WOMEN'S LAW CAUCUS
Heallow-Bennett moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $200. A motion by Hogue-Helling to amend the amount to $100 passed, and the amended motion passed.

PRE-MEDICAL STUDENT CLUB
Dawson-Helling moved to increase E.R. 62309 - $20. A motion by Price-Dawson to amend the amount to $24 was approved by unanimous consent, and the amended motion passed.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
A motion by Venetz-Duncan to increase E.R. 62824 - $200 passed.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
A motion by Prosperi-Heallow to increase E.R. 62214 - $100 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Venetz.

WA YA WA
A motion by Haddouch-Clairmont to increase E.R. 62824 - $125 passed.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Helling-Morton to increase E.R. 62304 - $74 passed.

STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Welsh-Clairmont moved to increase E.R. 62214 - $38. A motion by Helling-Johnson to amend the amount to $138 was approved by unanimous consent, and the amended motion passed.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
A motion by Venetz-Duncan to increase E.R. 62824 - $25. A motion by Hogue-Bissell to amend the amount to $35 passed, and the amended motion passed.

WA YA WA
A motion by Prosperi-Helling to increase E.R. 62214 - $25 passed.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Helling-Duncan to increase E.R. 61225 - $504, 61499 - $25.20 failed after a PQ call by Healow passed.

GEOLOGY
A motion by Healow-Haddouch moved to increase E.R. 62750 - $10 passed.

A motion by Healow-Pipinich to close ACADEMIC/HONORS was objected to by Helling, and the objection was upheld.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
A motion by Venetz-Duncan to increase E.R. 62801 - $105 passed after a PQ by Duncan failed.

GEOGRAPHY
A motion by Johnson-Venetz to increase E.R. 62824 - $150 passed after a PQ call by Haddouch.

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Helling-Bissell moved to decrease E.R. 61225 - $1,596, 61499 - $79.80. A PQ call by Venetz failed. A motion by Helling-Heallow to amend the amounts to 61225 - $1,362, 61499 - $18.10 passed, and the amended motion passed 17Y, 3N on a roll call vote (see Tally Sheet).

A motion by Heallow-Pipinich to close ACADEMIC/HONORS failed.
PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Prosperi-Helling to increase E.R. 62309 - $64 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Venetz.

A motion by Heallow-Pipinich to close ACADEMIC/HONORS failed.

MONTANA ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
A motion by Prosperi-Venetz to increase E.R. 62309 - $14 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Pipinich.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
A motion by Welsh-Heallow to increase E.R. 62514 - $200 passed after a PQ call by Haddouch. A motion by Heallow to increase E.R. 62505 - $52 was objected to by Pipinich, and the objection was upheld.

GOOD HEALTH WHOLE FOOD GROUP
Prosperi-Venetz moved to increase E.R. 62309 - $20. A motion by Price-Venetz to amend the amount to $24 was approved by unanimous consent on a motion by Venetz, and the amended motion passed.

A motion by Pipinich-Derek to close ACADEMIC/HONORS passed.

A motion by Helling-Heallow to open ASUM AGENCIES passed.

ASUM AGENCIES

ASUM OFF-CAMPUS RENTER CENTER
A motion by Ziegler-Venetz to increase E.R. 62204 - $600 failed after a PQ call by Venetz. A motion by Helling-Bennett to increase E.R. 62214 - $141 passed. A motion by Hogue-Pipinich to decrease E.R. 62309 - $500 failed after a PQ call by Bennett. A motion by Price-Duncan to increase E.R. 62204 - $150 passed after a PQ call by Venetz. A motion by Welsh-Helling to decrease E.R. 62309 - $1,000 and increase E.R. 62255 - $1,000 passed after a PQ call by Venetz. A motion by Heallow-Clairmont to form an ad hoc committee to review the ASUM Off-Campus Renter Center with Senators Helling and Heallow as organizers passed after a PQ call by Venetz. A motion by Hogue-Pipinich to decrease E.R. 62255 - $800 failed 11Y 7N on a roll call vote (see Tally Sheet) after a PQ call by Venetz.

A motion by Heallow-Morton to close ASUM AGENCIES passed.

A motion by Clairmont-Helling to open SPORTS UNION passed.

SPORTS UNION

A motion by Johnson-Helling to increase E.R. 62401 - $1,000 passed after a PQ call by Venetz. Hogue-Dawson moved to increase E.R. 62415 - $1,500. Dawson-Morton moved to amend the amount to $3,000, which passed after a PQ call by Venetz. A motion by Venetz-Dawson to increase E.R. 62200 - $1,500 failed. A motion by Price-Morton to increase E.R. 62255 - $1,000 passed after a PQ call by Prosperi. A motion by Clairmont-Duncan to increase E.R. 62415 - $3,000. A motion by Price-Morton to amend the amount to $500 passed, and the original motion passed. Morton-Dawson moved to increase E.R. 62405 - $3,000. A motion by Price-Dawson to increase E.R. 62255 - $3,000 failed 11Y 7N on a roll call vote (see Tally Sheet) after a PQ call by Venetz.

Welsh-Duncan moved to increase E.R. Travel Special allocation $1,304.99. A motion by Duncan-Helling to amend the amount to $652.50 passed, and the amended motion passed after a PQ call by Duncan.

A motion by Welsh-Duncan to increase E.R. Special allocation $652.49 passed.

A motion by Heallow-Helling to close the round passed.

A motion by Helling-Duncan to accept the executive recommendation as amended passed.

Committee Reports - None
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Unfinished Business - None

New Business
a. Resolution to remove Jon Snodgrass from Senate
b. Resolution to form an ad hoc committee to review the ASUM Off-Campus Renter Center
c. Resolution congratulating the UM Lady Griz team

Comments

The meeting adjourned at 6:47 p.m.

Carol Hayes
ASUM Office Manager